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Abstract 

We argue that, in many situations, Dialogue-Based MT is likely to offer better solutions to 
translation needs than machine aids to translators or batch MT, even if controlled languages are 
used. Objections to DBMT have led us to introduce the new concept of “self-explaining 
document”, which might be used in monolingual as well as in multilingual contexts, and deeply 
change our way of understanding important or difficult written material. 

1 Introduction 

In many situations, documents such as working notes, scientific abstracts, transparencies, calls for 
proposals, technical documentation, etc., should be translated into several languages, but are not 
translated, because they are ready at the last moment, and available translators have no time to do 
the job, or because there are simply no translators to do the job, and of course, in all cases, 
because no satisfactory MT solution is available.  

Our first point is that interactive Dialogue-Based MT systems (DBMT), especially of the kind we 
are prototyping in the LIDIA project, offer a better hope to solve the problem than machine aids 
for translators and “black box” MT, even if controlled languages are used.  

Our second point is that the DBMT approach also leads to a new and extremely interesting 
possibility, that of producing all versions of a document, that is, the source document and all its 
translations, as “self-explaining” documents, each consisting of a normal document and its deep or 
(even better) multilevel disambiguated linguistic representation, augmented by a memory of the 
original ambiguities and of the disambiguation process.  

Finally, we observe that the production of self-explaining documents might also be very useful in 
monolingual contexts, and perhaps lead to new ways of accessing and using documents of any 
kind: one could “click” on any part marked as ambiguous, and get clarifying presentations or 
paraphrases of it. Thus, an unrestricted self-explaining text would be less ambiguous than a text in 
a controlled language, which may be unambiguous for a machine but not for a human, and access 
to texts written in foreign languages would also be facilitated. In this way, authors’ true intentions 
would accompany their productions in other places, times and tongues. 
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2 Motivations 

The idea of DBMT has been proposed and experimented with in various forms during the last 20 
years [13, 15, 17, 18, 24, 29, 32, 33, 36-38]. However, it has always been taken for granted that 
the user should be a specialist, linguist or  translator or at least a professional and that 
consequently the system could and should be specialized. In contrast, we think that DBMT 
systems should be designed for the general public and should be usable on personal computers. 
Consequently, the design of the user interface in general, and of the disambiguation dialogues in 
particular, becomes extremely important.  

The main idea of our current concept is that pieces of the text under creation or modification are 
sent to an analyzer running in the background. If there are ambiguities, be they proper to the 
source language or relative to the translation into one or several target languages, questions are 
asked of the author, in the source language. The resulting ambiguity-free structures are then sent 
to transfers and generators into all target languages, producing high quality translations needing 
no postedition.  

During the last few years, we have designed and implemented a mock-up, LIDIA-1 [3-10], to 
experiment with this concept of DBMT for (non-specialist) individual authors. The mock-up has 
now only one source language, French, and three target languages, German, English and Russian, 
but that is only due to the limitations in manpower. This experimentation has led us to various 
innovations: 

• distributed processing. The document is created and interactively disambiguated on a 
middle-range Macintosh, while the various processes of MT proper are performed by a 
distant server. 

• application to hypertexts. The documents are in effect hyperdocuments, in the form of 
HyperCard stacks. Units of translation are HyperCard textual “fields”. 

• asynchronous and non-pre-emptive processing. Units of translation are “released” by the 
author, and then autonomously travel to the MT server, come back after analysis in a 
“multiple-multilevel-concrete” form (mmc-structure), announce the presence of ambiguities 
by letting a button appear next to them, react to the click by engaging in a disambiguation 
dialogue and then, once disambiguated, travel again autonomously to the MT server to be 
translated and finally to be inserted in the appropriate field in the target stack. 

• e-mail communication between component processes. We have switched from a specialized 
connexion to the use of standard e-mail for all communications between the author 
workstations and the MT server, which can now be located anywhere in the world.  

• deeper multilevel approach. We have added a level of “interlingual acceptions” (or word 
senses) to the classical lexical levels of B.Vauquois’ multilevel transfer approach 
(“occurrence” or wordform, “lemma” or citation form, and “lexical unit” or derivational 
family). 

• disambiguation strategy. We have developed a generator of disambiguation dialogues 
which non-specialists can easily understand and which does not rely on too sophisticated 
linguistic processing, so that the disambiguator can run in real time on the author’s personal 
computer. 

• control by reverse translation. On demand, the system translates back from the target uma-
structures (unambiguous, multilevel, abstract), providing a feed-back through a paraphrase 
in the source language of the translation. 
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• homogeneity of knowledge sources. In the current state of the implementation, this concerns 
only the lexical knowledge: both the lexical disambiguation messages and the MT 
dictionaries are obtained from the same multilingual lexical data base, PARAX [2], itself 
implemented in HyperCard. 

An interesting possibility offered by our distributed technique is to build DBMT applications by 
using heterogeneous components. For example, the source text could be written (in French) in 
Paris, sent for analysis to our server in Grenoble, disambiguated interactively in Paris, and then 
sent to our server to produce translations in English, German and Russian, and to a server in Japan 
to produce a Japanese translation. This would only require appropriate “filters” (format 
transducers) between intermediate structures, and agreements with server operators. 

3 Self-explaining documents 

In the course of our experimentation, we have (again) observed that translation introduces 
ambiguities which are not present in the source text. Traduttore, traditore… It also happens that 
all disambiguated analyses of a sentence produce the same translation, which is as ambiguous as 
the original. One example was the translation from French into Russian of the famous sentence 
«The man sees the girl in the park with a telescope».  

Then, goes the objection, what is the use of disambiguating the source text if ambiguities reappear 
in the translation(s), or even worse if new ones are created? Would it not be better to try and 
produce translations which preserve the ambiguities, and dispense with interactive disambiguation 
altogether?  

Unfortunately, the experience of human translation shows that ambiguities can be exactly 
preserved only in some cases, and that to do it purposefully is quite difficult and often leads to 
unnatural ways of expression in the translated text. It is also quite clear that the “transferable” 
ambiguities vary with the target language. Finally, although some texts may be intentionally 
ambiguous, especially in poetry and politics, we take it that the vast majority of ambiguities are 
not intentional, but are due to the intrinsic nature of natural languages. Of course, some authors 
write more clearly than others, but all authors write unambiguously in any programming language, 
unambiguous by construction, and ambiguously in any natural language, ambiguous by nature! 

This has led us to the idea of self-explaining documents: if the target documents are accompanied 
by their (unambiguous) linguistic structure, with the indications of potentially ambiguous parts, 
and if the reader in the target language may obtain a clarification of unclear parts in a user-friendly 
way, the objection disappears. As human users are notably not very sensitive to ambiguities, 
however, we should find a way to warn the reader that the target text is ambiguous.  

In a multilingual DBMT setting, there is a very simple solution to this task. The system simply 
analyzes the target text with the analyzer of the target language and gets the corresponding mmc-
structures. It then runs the disambiguation dialogue on the target side in automatic “mute” mode, 
that is by having the system itself answer each question so that the accompanying structure is 
contained in the selected subset at each point and memorizes questions and answers. It is then 
possible to show the presence of ambiguities by any convenient means, such as by creating 
buttons on which the reader may click to obtain the clarification which would have been given by 
the author himself, were the text to have been written in the target language! To simplify this 
process, the accompanying structure should then be unambiguous and “concrete”.  

Let us clarify what we call “concrete” and “abstract” linguistic structures. A “concrete” 
representation of a text is such that the corresponding text can be recovered from it by using a 
standard traversal algorithm and simple morphological and graphematical generation rules. 
Familiar examples are textbook constituent structures and dependency structures (with left-to-right 
traversal of the leaves or infix traversal of all nodes). Otherwise, we say that the representation is 
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“abstract”. Note that the information contained in both kinds of structures (on labels and other 
more or less complex annotations) may be of the same linguistic “depth”: there may be “deep” 
concrete structures and “surface” abstract structures, in this sense, although the opposite is of 
course more frequent.  

Take for example the sentence: “The customers were not given their money back by the cashier 
but by the waiter.”  A “multilevel” head-driven concrete structure could be: 

 S[type=assertive, time=past, aspect=perfective, tense=c-past, voice=passive…] 
  (NP[semrel=dest, logrel=arg2, synfunc=subj, sem=human, num=plur…] 
   (Art[lex=‘the’, semrel=deict, synfunc=det, number=plur, deter=definite…] 
    Noun[lex=‘customer’, synfunc=head, sem=human, number=plur…]) 
   aux[lex=‘be’, tense=pret, pers=3, number=plur…] 
   neg[lex=‘not’] 
   vrb[lex=‘give’, synfunc=head, voice=passive, tense=ppart, vbpart=‘back’…] 
   NP[semrel=patient, logrel=arg1, synfunc=obj1, number=sing…] 
   (adjposs[lex=‘his’, semrel=poss, synfunc=det, number=plur, deter=definite…] 
    Noun[lex=‘money’, synfunc=head, number=sing…]) 
   vbpart[lex=‘back’] 
   NP[semrel=agent, logrel=arg0, synfunc=agcomp, number=sing, neg=not-but…] 
   (prep[lex=‘by’, synfunc=reg] 
    art[lex=‘the’, semrel=deict, synfunc=det, number=sing, deter=definite…] 
    Noun[lex=‘cashier’, synfunc=head, sem=human, number=sing, neg=not…] 
    NP[semrel=id, logrel=arg0, synfunc=coord, number=sing…] 
    (conj[lex=‘but’, synfunc=reg] 
     prep[lex=‘by’, synfunc=reg] 
     art[lex=‘the’, semrel=deict, synfunc=det, number=sing, deter=definite…] 
     Noun[lex=‘waiter’, synfunc=head, sem=human, number=sing…])) 
   punct[lex=‘.’]) 

Syntactic categories have been used here as main labels, with phrases (syntagmas) in capitals and 
preterminals in small letters. Acronyms should be self-explaining.  

In an abstract structure, some lexical information would be “featurized”, and order could be 
normalised, leading to: 

 S[type=assertive, time=past, aspect=perfective, tense=c-past, voice=passive…] 
  (vrb[lex=‘give’.’back’, synfunc=head, voice=passive, tense=c-past…] 
   NP[semrel=agent, logrel=arg0, synfunc=agcomp, num=sing, neg=not-but…] 
   (neg[lex=‘not’] 
    Noun[lex=‘cashier’, synfunc=head, sem=human, number=sing, deter=definite…] 
    NP[semrel=id, logrel=arg0, synfunc=coord, num=sing…] 
    (conj[lex=‘but’, synfunc=reg] 
     Noun[lex=‘waiter’, synfunc=head, sem=human, number=sing, deter=definite…])) 
   NP[semrel=patient, logrel=arg1, synfunc=obj1, num=sing…] 
   (adjposs[lex=‘his’, semrel=poss, synfunc=det, number=plur, deter=definite…] 
    Noun[lex=‘money’, synfunc=head, number=sing…]) 
   NP[semrel=dest, logrel=arg2, synfunc=subj, sem=human, number=plur…] 
   (Noun[lex=‘customer’, synfunc=head, sem=human, number=plur, deter=definite…])) 

Abstract representations of utterances are far superior to concrete representations as input and 
output structures of transfers in semantic transfer MT or as “lexical-conceptual structures” [23] in 
interlingual MT, especially between distant languages. But their relation to the corresponding 
utterances is not as clear, a natural consequence of abstraction. That “remoteness” is even more 
apparent with other types of structures, such as conceptual graphs, logical formulae or interlingual 
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representations à la KBMT-89 [27]. By contrast, concrete structures are clearly more adequate for 
interactive disambiguation. They are also superior for a variety of future applications. For 
example, no text processor today is able to replace “give-back” by “return” in the preceding 
example, not to speak of changing the modality, the tense, the voice or the discourse type (say, 
from direct to indirect or affirmative to negative). Self-explaining documents would make that 
possible.  

Here is a functional diagram (figure 22 - 1) of the processes we have discussed above. In gma-
structures (generating, multilevel and abstract), non-interlingual linguistic levels are 
underspecified and, if present, are used only as reflections of corresponding surface levels in the 
source language and are recomputed in the first generation phase, which we call “paraphrase 
choice”. 
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4 Alternatives 

Is DBMT really a better approach than other alternatives? Our answer is a definite yes, because: 

• very often, these alternatives are not really feasible,  

• the results can be intrinsically better, if presented as self-explaining documents. 

First, machine aids for translators [1, 21, 25, 26, 34] are usable only if there are available and 
affordable translators and if they have enough time to do the job. But, in many situations, there are 
simply no such translators, especially if translations are required in several languages. For 
example, multinational firms, banks, etc., have many uncovered translation needs. In Europe, 
scientists and engineers are engaged in many projects where communication is hampered by the 
language barrier.  

Even if competent translators are available, the delays are often such that translation is impossible. 
That is for example the case in European institutions, which are theoretically required to issue all 
important documents in all official languages but are unable to do so, although they employ more 
than 1200 full-time translators and translate more than 1.2M pages a year. But the final versions of 
these documents are too often ready at the last moment. Here, it would make more sense to 
analyze and disambiguate their parts as soon as they are ready and to translate them at the last 
moment.  

Another possibility, often advocated, is to write in controlled languages designed to be 
unambiguous and use “black box” MT. This can be very successful in restricted situations as in 
the case of the TITUS system [14] of the Institut Textile de France. But it is very difficult to force 
people to write in a controlled language. It proved for instance impossible to adapt the TITUS 
system to the context of the CDST (Center for Scientific and Technical Documentation of CNRS). 
Another weak point of controlled languages is that they are difficult to design and very task- and 
domain-specific.  

Finally, controlled languages are unambiguous for the analyzer designed to process them, but not 
for humans. While this may be convenient in the context of man-machine communication, it may 
be counterproductive, or even dangerous, in the context of human communication. If, for example, 
“to replace (a mechanical part)” is intended to mean only “to replace by a new thing” 
(“remplacer”), and not “to put back in place” (“replacer”), a mechanic may well understand the 
second, unintended meaning, and put back in place an airplane part which should be replaced by a 
new one, leading to an accident.  

If the concept of self-explaining document may be made to work in broad contexts, texts could be 
written without restrictions stronger than the usual ones which concern style and terminology and 
at the same time be in effect less ambiguous than texts written in controlled languages. Even if 
translation is not an issue, then the availability of “text explainers” might be a major advance in 
document processing technology. 

5 Perspectives 

Full-scale, general DBMT systems “for everybody” would require extremely large grammatical 
and lexical knowledge bases. To cover a whole language, a lexical data base should contain of the 
order of 3 million terms, corresponding to 4 to 5 million monolingual acceptions, and perhaps to 
twice as many interlingual acceptions for systems designed to handle 10 to 20 languages.  

The development costs are staggering and probably out of reach if conventional lingware 
engineering techniques are used. For instance, it has cost EDR (Tokyo) about 1200 man-years to 
develop 300K terms in 2 languages (200K terminological and 100K general), with the associated 
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640K interlingual concepts (200K terminological and 2*300K general, minus 60K common). At 
least 100 times more (1.2M man-years!) would be needed for 3M terms in 20 languages. 

This is why we advocate a step by step approach, and the development of new groupware 
techniques for developing very large lexical data bases. 

First, text explainers could be developed for several languages, in specific domains and situations. 
Here, the figures would be 10 to 30K terms, 100 to 300 times less than those mentioned above.  

Second, the (monolingual) analyzers and dictionaries developed for text explainers might be 
reused for building DBMT systems for the same restricted domains and situations. Transfers and 
generators would not be too costly to develop. The lexical work would consist in integrating all 
monolingual lexical data bases in a unique multilingual data-base, thereby refining each 
monolingual data-base according to the obtained set of interlingual acceptions [30]. 

In a third step, general text explainers and DBMT systems could then be developed, by 
progressively merging and extending specific systems. This “divide-and-conquer” strategy might 
break down the cost and make the whole enterprise feasible in the long run. 

Even if the cost were not a problem, developing extremely large lexical data bases and keeping 
them up to date would be impossible using only professional teams of lexicographers. The 
quantity is too huge, changes and innovations are too fast, and only specialists can be competent in 
specific domains. We consider it as a major challenge to develop groupware lexical data base 
development techniques which might be based on the contribution of lexical information  by users 
of existing text explainers or DBMT systems.  

A distributed architecture would be very advantageous for that purpose, because lexical 
information created by the users on their personal computers might transparently and 
automatically be sent to the servers. For example, authors might add new senses to existing terms, 
add new terms, and propose translations in the languages they know. Professional teams would 
then process and refine this “raw lexical material” on server sites. This idea is not so far-fetched, 
and very similar to that used in Eurolang Optimizer™ [1], a distributed environment designed for 
professional translators.  
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